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Toward the reconstruction of ancient Chinese 
techniques for the production of malleable cast iron 

Donald B. Wapiti 

This paper was orfginelly presented at the Third Intarnaiia~al Con- 
ferfnce on the History of Chinese Science, Beayin 20-25 August 1984. 
1 October 1984 a revised version was submitteafor puhlicafiiwt iti the 
conference proccedfngs. It now seems that the publication of ! h p  pro- 
cwdr~rgs has firm posfponcd indefinitely, and I am therefore p l w w s t  
to havr the ovwrSuwt-n to vublish i t  in the Easf Asian Institute's vms 

A ,  

m i c s  of o&sionnl papers. Minor  revisions have b ~ e n  made 
ihrmghout the paper, and the mathematics} appendix fseclion 7) has 
f w n  cnttrdy rewritten. 

1. Introduction 

Cast iron is generally rather brittle, but annealing a casting at a 
high temperature for a long period of time icall p 850-1 OSOQC for 
several days) can greatly improve its strengt T an c l  tou hness. The 
product is called malleable cm! iron. This process a cheap 
and only slightly inferior substitute for steel in many applications in 

which ordinary cast iron (at least before modern advances) is not 
sufficiently strong and tough. 

An example can be seen in figure 1, which shows two gads from an 
ancient Chinese copper-mine site. I t  can be swn at a glance that this 
type of mining implement (THIS! be subjected to extremely hard treat- 
ment, being hammered into cracksin the rock. Ordinary (v'h~te or grey 
cast iron would surely break. Yet the heads of these implements are of 
cast iron; rneiallographic examination shows that they were tough- 
ened by mlleabliztng annealing (Hua (ueming 1982: 4-5, item no. 20). 

Studies by Chinese metallurgists and archaeologists in the past 
three decades haw shown that malleable cast iron was widely used in 
China at least as early as the third centu B.C., and continued in use 
until perhaps the sixth century AD., after which i t  seems 10 have 
fallen out of use and been forgotten. It was retntroduced in China 
from the West in the early twentieth century. A very useful survey of 52 



ancient Chinese malleable cast iron artifacts has been oublished bv 
Prof. Hua Juming (19821.l 

r 

In the We5> the technique is ariuch later. It was patented in En- 
&nd bv Prince Rupert (Ruoiwht v m  der Pfalz, 1619-1632) in W O ?  
znci was first studied syst<matically by Rcn6 Antoine Fcrchault de 
Rhumur (1 683-1757); Sisco and Smith (19%) have pub1 ished an En- 
dish translation of Waumur's study, which was first published in 
1722. 

Nothing is known of what Prince Rupert intended to use his 
patented recess for, but Rhumur's aim was primarily to softpn the 
surface ofn &inc so that i t  muld be finished by engavlng and fi l ing 
figure 2 slimvs some of the types of casting he was concern4 ivith. It 
was only later, perhaps in the early nineteenth century, that the possi- 
bili!y of cheap mass-produced intplcrnents with reasonable mechanical 
pro ertics was exploited. Figure 3 shows some typic-il examples of 
i-iHeablicasimes produced in California in 1884; here maUdibIc rast 
iron is obviously a cheapsubstitute for wrou hi iron woriwd by smiths. 

The hssiory of malIcable east iron in t f <r West has not yet been 
written. Some early descnpiions of contemporary malleable foundry 
oractice are civen bv Stnckland OS26). Terhiine <lft71). Rott t1~81j.  
and ~ukdras'(1927-28). Voye f1914), Vogel 0918-20), ~ a u r m a n i  
(1923). and Schuz and Stotz (1930- 1-48) give some useful historical 
wit";, mostly on deveiopenis in Germany. Deprez (1930) and Dams 
(['W) discuss early development? in Belgium and the United States 
ro^ppchvely. It appe.irs that the technique first became industrially 
important in the early nineteenth century, in Britain, and spread from 
there to conhmntal Europe. The period of greatest relative impor- 
tance of rnalicabic cast iron may have been about the end of the mini?- 

'~ct.i l legrap~c studies of indent C h i w  iron artifacts tvilabie in Weitern 
Ianguaad iwlud~: Pine1 et al. ?W; Lu Da 1965; H e n v  1970; Ye Fun 1975; KG 
1175.4: 24Iff; WW 197b.9: 52ff; WW 1WS.la 44ff; Du Fuvwl tm: Ro~tolcrret al. 





It was noted above that malleable cast iron ap am to have gone 
out of use in China bv about the sixth century AD. AreT similar tech- 
nique, however, was used in Japan until late in the nineteenth century. 
It was used, as in Rc!aumurls case, for surface-softening cast-iron tea 
kettles and other art objects preparatory to decoration and inlaying; 
two examples are shown in figures 4 and 5. J .  J. Rein's brief description 
of the technique, ubbshed in 1886, is reproduced in the box on p. 10. 
m e t h e r  the technique was learned from China, or reinvented >n 

There is aim a tradition that the Chinese lid the Japanese know an art of 
bringing iron to a high degree of SOFnwss, so that It a n  rewive imprewions of 
f igures  as easily ~s lead can; and that they later can give it again its nriginal 
hardness. ~ectie? seems also to boast that hecould do this; this is why I m- 
lion the matter. In the following you will learn of the method described by the 
ingenious Mr. R6aumur for softening iron. 

ht is ako interesting to note a stxteincnt by Sir John Barrow, who visited China as 
a member of Lord Macartney's mtelen, 1793-1794: "their cut-iron wares appear 
light and neat, and am annealed in healed owns, to take off somewhat o( their 
bnttl mess..." (Barrow 1804: 299). The passage in which he states this appears 
largely to be based on an account by a member of the same mission, Dr. Hugh 
Gillan, of "the state of medicine, mrgtry and chemistry in China" (published by 
Cr-inmer-Byng 1%2; 27MO, but Gillan does not mention the annealing of cast iron. 
'~weclenbor~ 1734: 194; translated from the Swedish translation. Sjtogwn 192.1: 
110; note also the French translation Swedenborg 1762; 115-116. 
^lohann Joachirn Bccher (d. ca. 16851, a German alchemist and pob'ticil economist, 
He mentions Pnnce Rupert's invention briefly in a book entitled Nmisehe Wrishtit 
rlrd wise Kmhnt  , published in 1682 (Vogel 1918: 1101 1. 



l More surprising than Ike inbid wink on the f-oqqed iron armour and the 
weapons, is  its direct employment on ast-iron Trtsii-binna vases and other 
article. As is well known, the as? iron cannot, on account of its hardness 
and brittleness, be worked with the hammer. Aisel and burin. The way m 
which these properfies are lesswed by the reductton of the carboniiwous 
contents has M e n  obwrved by Lehmsnn and Wagenpr in I t  i s  a 
peculiar decurburiring process, by which the k<rttle or pot receives a stnic- 
m e  like tu thai of wfi iron or Â¥steel and can then be treated in the sanw 
way as in ihe %anc-work on forged iron. 

The process of decarburisation of tfÃ surface is  called yakemd (to 
burn), and i s  performed with primitive- apparatus. Old dam@ rice kw- 
ties out of which the bottom has bem knocked serve as ovens. These are 
plastered over on ihe inside with a fire clay (Oka-Mid-tsuchiQ and sand 
mixed in equal parts), so that a cylindrical space of ihe size of the bole in 
the bottom, renuiris open TTw ~arna* or kettle thus prepared, is fur& 
over upon a thick plate or slab, three or four ceniimetvts thick, made out 
of she wine fir~procrf materul, which strves as a grate, and is  perfon~ed 
like a sieve for lhjs purpose. In order to give this plate greater m e s s ,  it 
is bund around with an iron hand. The holes have a width of about 1-3 
mtimesw. In order to efve the a>r free play, ~ f r a l  stones are laid undff 
the edge of the slab. Then the Tetsu-bm id be b u d ,  whose outside has 
been carrfullv clwined beforehand from dust and sand, is pIacMt in !he 
Kama, directly on the gran* 

The difference in w between the b n a  and the TÃ§tÃˆu-b must be 
such that a span? of at  least five wntimetCT? remains <rew a m n d  the bt- 
(CT. T h i s  open space is then filled with (lie brat itharmal in pi- the *iâ  
of a nut, bSl the Kama is filled to the rim, when the coal i s  kindled 

In order to i r t m a ?  the draught. two or thrw Ktmat filled in Ux 
same way are s ~ i  one over the other, forming a kind of chimney. When 
the 4 s  have TOwd dowing clhers *W put m, and when the seltarf in- 
slalmenl i">rned out, the Trtsu-bin are taken out and turned upside 
down (with the opening underneath), set again in ttw Kama and burned 
twice in thw position, Under favourable drcumsi~nws, the surface is  now 
sufficiently soft and lough, aÂ is ascertained with a file- It is often the caw 
that the ftirna<?c must be heated ten timci. After the cooling the dectira- 
Dons are then carved as in forged iron, without danger of breakiris the 
edgw, or woi! of the burin. 

(Rrin 1886: 5ia-S2q tr-insta- 
tion Rrin 1KR; 434-435; notes 
added1 

ftffi, "iron kettle". K ~ O ~ O  * f f l  c SÃ̂ W+< c @l*<Â ' a, 
"ken!?", or S?, "oven". 

What was Swedenborg's source for this information? Did it give 
any technical details? Could Prince Rupert have s ~ n  it before 1670' 
Further research will be needed to answer these questions, but it seems 
quite possible that the development oi malleable cast iron in Ewfipe 
may have been inspired by a knowledge of the Japanese technique. 

Â 

Metollographic studies of  ancient Chinese malleable cast iron 
artifacts ~rovide  a basis on which it should, in rrinciolc be possible to 
say in considerable detail how any parti&larartifact hasanneal&, 
including both temperalure and time. This information should be in- 
teresting both to historians of technology and to economic historians, 

The rest of this paper is concerned with the methodoiogy of dc- 
riving such information from the rnetallographic data. Section 2 
introduces the most important technical concepts, section 3 considers 
briefly the simplest case, in which the ripitation of graphite is not 
vo lved ;  section 4 considers the p b E  presented y the general 
case, in which graphite precipitation does occur during theanneal, and 
section 5 describes some preliminary experimental work on thfso 
probtems. 

2. Technical introdtictian 

The following brief introduction will serve to remind metallur- 
gists of some technical facts of which they are already aware. Space 
considerations preclude giving a basic introduction which would be of 
more use to non-nwtal!urgisls. 

W 

An essential fact which has wide-ranging consequences for cast- 
iron technology is that iron-carbon alloys are governed by two related 
but distinct phase systems, the metastfltik iron-cementite (Fe3C) svs- 
!cm and the stable iron-graphite system (see e.g. M. Hansen 1958; 
353-365). At low carbon contents the mctastable system ts wry stable, 
and graphite is almost never found in steel, but in cast iron, with typi- 
caliv 2 .54% carbon, both systems are important. 

When molten cast iron is poured into a mould it my solidify ac- 
cording to the metastable system, in which carbon is in combination 
with iron in cementite, or according to the stable system, in which the 
carbon i s  in the form of gra hite. The resulting castings are called 
w ~ c  and grey respectively; the names come from the appeaianw of 
the fracture. <An intermediate possibility 1s mottled cast iron; here 
porno of the carbon is in combination with iron and some is in the form 
ct graphite.) 



TablÃ 1 C'IM'BDcal analyses of HMM ancient Chinese Wit-iron Ã t̂tifÃˆc 
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type 

gid*kead 

exagonai hoe 
liwid 

lamer- lwad 

6 
inkKock-head 

P@ 

mouldfor 
ptoughsh aw- 

-P 
ploughshare- 

=v 
axehead 

provenance date l 

-Ã 3 

-1st century 

state 

d t t i  

Ã§ CÃ§K 

Â¥nneile 

is cast 

Only a final) friction of (he out-iron artifam whose tnim 
structures hive been examined have also been analyzed 
chcirrfcally. The table gives all of t t e  pubfished analyses which 
I know of, it seem* likely that these analyses give a re.i5onab!y 
rrprcscniaiive sampling of anctent Chinese cast iron in 
~eneral 

Prwnmact: Nos. 1-3 am horn the andent ine si l f t  
Tonglu'ihan, Daye County, Hubci H J I ~  * No. 4 is 
from the tomb of Liu Sheng mIft (died 113 5.C 1 in Mancheng, 
Hebt'i Nos 5-6 m from thf Han ironworks site at 
Tkiihcn#ou in Cn~ngxian County. Hcm;in 5*1 #s Ifl t^ ifc i%. 

NO. 7 it from the HÃˆi imnwoika site at Guxin+n in 
ZhfTittzhou, HmÃ§ H 8% 81. Nt*, &l8 are from a 
hned scrapheap excavated in Mianchi County, Henan ^W 
@*A. 

Soarttt. Hufl iueming (1962; 4-51 lists d of these artifarts 
which were found to have been annealed, md giwi brief 
descriptions of the micmtructures: ser the k t  column of the 
table Other souroes are: Nos 1-3. Ye lun 1975 1Ãˆ-21 no. 4, Li 
Zhong IQ75 8, no. 5, published by Hua l u m a g  only, nos. 6-7, 
KGXB 1978-1: 10; no5 fr-18, WW 111768. 52 



Cementite is extremely hard and brittle. A white iron casting 
with 4% carbon consists of 54% ment i tc  and 46% parlitc, which is 
itself rather hard; the result is that white cast iron i'i also hard and 
bnttlo: if is harder than quartz. In modern industry while cast iron is  
w e d  in a fe-w applicalitws in which abraskin resistance is important, 
hut its chief use is a-, an intermediate stage in the production of mal- 
Irobtc caqtings. 

Gravhite. on the other hand. is dose to being the softest mineral 
known. h grey tron with 4% carbon by weight is l 3 %  graphite by v ~ l -  
urne. The graphite Â¥i in the form of numerous microsco ic flakes in a r miitri't of forrite- (sometimes pcarlite), which i<; soft. T wretnri? grey 
caqt iron is soft, but it  is brittle because the graphite flakrs, having no 
Â¥itrongth act as intcrna1 cracks from which fractum can propagate. 
Grey cast iron is nevertholos'; an extremely useful material: it is casv 
to tact (because the low density of graphite almost compensates for 
shrinkage of the iron matrix in the mould), and H is strong enough for 
a wsde range of applications6 

Whether an iron casting solidifies white or m y  depends on m- 
merous factors. the most important of which are i e cooling rate in the 
r&uiri and th<silicon content of the iron. A low cooling rate, or a high 
"silicon content, favours the stable iron-graphite system and therefore 
solidification as grey cast iron. In modem Foundry practice sand 
moulds mve a relativity low cooling rate. Grev iron contains tvpic.illv 
~'"!ili&n and white ir6n 1% silicon- 

Table I gives chemical analyses of a selection of eighteen ancient 
Chirtesc cast iron mifscts. One of these has 0.69% 5i; the r e ?  have 
silicon contents in !he range 0.02-0.27%. &cause of this extremely low 
silicon contmt, ancient Chinese cast iron is nearly always white-~i~;t.  
A fcw firey-tast implements hnvc been found; thesr mw have been 
cast in pro-heated niiissive ceramic moulds to five the slew cool111g 
necessary for the production of grey castings with siich low "silicon 
conl~nt. 

a 

Mailcable cast iron is made by casting the product in white cast 
iron, then annealing it for an extendft) period. In general it  has much 
better mechanical properties than grw iron. Either or both r ~ f  two in- 
dcrwidcnt mechanisms may be invoiwd. dec~trf)~~ri:afim and ,frar11f- 
t2:lltloll. 

Tf the casting annealed in an oxidizing atmosphere, carbon will 
diffuse to the surface and there be "bunwd" away. After a sufficient 

~ ~ i e n l ~ h l n ~ f n ~ ~ c ~ p a u t n r n  15 

time the carbon content of the casting is reduced to a sufficiently low 
lew! that the iron is fairly strong and tough. 

During the anneal another process may also operate: cementite 
HÃ̂a decompose to form graphite (Fe C -a 3Fe + C). Chphite precip- 
itated in iron in the MM state is in the form of microscopic rxxtuiw 
which are much more rounded than the flakes precipitated in the so- 
lidification of grey iron, and the graphite therefore has much l e s  effect 
on the mechanical properties of the iron, 

Malleable cast iron is  termed whiteheaft it the most important 
effect of the anneal is dccarbunzation, and bldckhearl if the most im- 
portant effect is graphitization. (Again the term5 come from the usual 
ap oarante of the fracture in older pramice; see e.g. the illustrations in 
Gilbert 1934 and Moore 1960.) Whether drcarburization takes place 
depends on whether the annealing atmosphere is oxidizing w neutral. 
Whether graphitization takes place depends on the annealing hwic and 
temperature, but especially on the chemical content of the iron. For 
examplc silicon favours graphitization and sulphur retards it. Cast 
iron i s  never (never) a simple alloy of iron and carbon. Significant 
amounts of silicon. sulphur, manganese, and phosphorous arc always 
present. Other allovine elements will u~uallv a l so  be OrescnL either 
~ntentionally or unintentionally. All of tkese alloying elements 
influence the nucleation and growth of graphite, often in surprising 

3. The simplest awe-. decBfaurization without Kraphitization 

Figure 6 shows a fragment of a hoe-head from the ancient cop- 
per-mine site at Tongliishan in Bye,  Hubei #dJkf?flfl@&. Its chemical 
analysis is ven in Table I, no. 2. It is 3 mm thick. Metaltographic ox- 
a r n t  P n 1975) indicates that it is composed of five layers (sec 
figure 7): 

The ferrite (Brains are columnar, growing inward from the surface. 
The boundaries betwften layers are well-defined. 

This is a remarkably tough structure. the metallurgists who did 
the examination were able to bend the artifact to an angle ofW with 

"Studies of the three-dimensional (m d graphite in cast iron include: Roll 1928; 
\f+rchmt 1%); K w k a w a  & Sakala 1%3; !.i Omnii  rl al. IWt ;  Murthv cl al. 1%. 



no sign of breaking except some surface cracks? This would not have 
been possible with either white or grey cast iron. 

A metallurgist with some experience with such things will see 
immediately that one way of producing this structure is to cast the 
hoe-head in white cast-iron, then anneal it in an oxidizing atmosphere 
for a period of days in the temperature ran e in. which ferrite and 
a t e  a exist together in equilibrium, 723-910~C. It turns out 
that an even more precise description of the proposed anneal is possi- 
bic. By my calculation the temperature should be about 75O0C and the 
annealing time about 12 days. 

The thicknesses of the ferrite and pearlite layers, and a, are 
given by 

p = K ^ r  
P,= <,F . . 

where t is the annealing time in days, 8 and 8 are in mm, and Km and 
fC depend only on the annealing temperature and the initial carbon 
content of the white iron casting. Calculated values of Kg, K _  and 
K/% are given in Table V and plotted in figure 8. (The derivation of 
the torrnulas and the method of calculating Km and !$are given in sec- 
tion 7 below.) In the present case g = 1.0 mm, a= 0.2 mm. and there- 
fore KJK, - 03.. Consulting figure 8, the annealing temperature which 
corresponds to this value of K+& i s  very close to 7WC. At this tem- 

1 
perature F j  = 0.057 nun/daŷ . Then 

This i gly long annealing lime. At a higher tem mature an 
equal better structure could have been obtainedin a much 
shorter lime. However if  the test used for satisfactory corn lction of 
(t ie anneal was a soft surface which for example could be i i  r cd easily, 
then a lower tern erature would have been c h o w ,  since this gives the 
fastest growth o F the soft ferrite layer. 

The above discussion gives one way in which the structure found 
in the hoe-head fragment could h a w  been produced, but this is not the 
only way. The temperature would have varied considerably over this 

 his sort of test of the gte3 physical properties of an ancient artifact is not usually 
possible, because of the effects of cornion, but HIP andent mine shafK at 
Tonglushan have provided an oxygpn-frro environment in which the iron 
implements have been beautifullv preserwd with hardly a trace of (orrosion. 



crcgroph wws kindly supcl~ed by 
Dr. Ciion H e n  ye of the Foshan 
SG-iron Raearch Institute in Fo- 



long annealing period, and at the least the statement "twelve days at 
7503â‚ must be modified to "on the order of twelve days at a rather 
low temperature". Furthermore a somewhat similar structure can be 
obtained by decarbunzmg first at a much higher temperature for a 
shorter time, then cooling very slowly; see for example Gilbert 1954, 
figtires 4.6.8, and 10. Further theoretical and experimental work may 
niiikc it possible to distinguish the structures obtained in these two 
w a vs. 

4 

The derivation of the equations given above is rather complex, 
and involves some simplifying assumptions; therefore I will not be 
satisfied that the result is correct until I have had a chance to test it 
empirically. Furthennore the c o r n  onding calculations for the de- 
carburization of a qliiidrical obpct, E r  example a collection of white- 
heart malleable cast iron arrowheads studied bv Du Fuyun (1981). in- 
volve much less tractable differential equations than those for a flat 
plate. Here we mav well prefer to rely on empirical data rather than 
theoretical calculations. Mevcrthelms the point to be made here is that 
the physical laws which govern diffusion of carbon in iron an? well 
known, because they have been the subjoct of much study sn the past 
century or more. Even if we choose to rely on ompincal rather than 
theoretical methods, we know with considerable certainty which fac- 
tors affect the process and which do not, and the results will be rather 
certain. 

4. Blackhat malleable (ast iron 

iron, though the application orientation of most of it must be con- 



stantiv borne in mind. A eood survey of the literature is Wiescr 1967- 
and it is the basic source for the follohg discussion. 

The graphite precipitates as microscopic nodules with shapes that 
may be classified as follows: 

1. Spherulttes. Theseare distinguished from thenext by a radwtfng stmtture 
which can be seen rspedally with crossed nicuis. An eulmpte is shown in 
figure 10. 

2- Compact azgrqates, as in fiw 11. 
3. MOTC or his "sprawlf' ae~fe-eates, W 'Â¥netts" *t hi figure 12. 

Other factors being equal, the mechanical properties of the resulting 
iron are best with sphcrulitic graphite, lower with compact aggrc- 
gates, and lower again with sprawly a ates. In any case they are Tf better than those of grev cast iron, an o course much better than 
i hose of white cast iron, (or most ordinary applications. 

Â 

Graphitiza-tion of white cast iron can be considered to consist of 
two consecutive recesses: nuc!vaffon and parafh. Each nodule p w s  
h a nucleus. The number of nuclei (e.g. pw mm1) mflumccs directly 
Ihr time for full graphitization, smcc each nodule grows at a rate dc- 
temncd by other factors 

It was formerly believed that the of nucleus determines the T shape of the nodule; in particular that ~p eroUric graphite t~ k m  r FcS inclusions in the iron, while other forms grow rom other 
lunidcniidcd) types of inclusions. I t  was shown long ago that this i s  not 
the case. 

It has been observed that sows temper graphite sphenilitas con- 
tain FeS inclusions at the centre (e.g. Morrogh 1941: 220). Some au- 
thors have claimed that a!! graphite spherulites have FeS nuclei (e.g. 
Loper & Takizawa 1%5). However i t  was shown many years ago that 
thr supposed FoS nuclei found by these authors are what we might call 
an "optical illusion": 

ivhcn a paphite ipherulite is sectioned away from the rfntfe, ihc crnlral 
TOW of Ihe wctfon con-*IS?% of jtraphttc erptalUtw cut parallel to the basal 
plane givng Â¥specula metallic &&cm. $is was *bind by Mofrogh and 
~illiarns' ivhu point& out that this bright spot should no? he mistaken fora 
nuctcu*; neri'rthclcs~ avast literature developed on the nature of Ihis spot 
and many wild tlwories were proposi'd for the compwition cif (hit nucleus. 
However, i t  m$ h a t  ihc true nature of (hi-, basal graphite surfam is flow 
fairly syrwrally rpcoenid. 

IMorrogh 1955: A6U 

'1n fouriml of the Jrm ami Stai institute, 1947, 155: 321-371. 

A pseudo-nucleus of this type can be seen in figure 23, tower left; in this 
iron, before annealing, ne F& inclusions were swn, and indeed none 
would be expected in iron of this corn ition (0.03% Mn, 0 OM% 9. 
Loper and Takizawa (1965: 326-527) claim to have found an Fe5 
c l e w  in every spherulite examined; with the experimental method dc- 
scribecl, if their theory had been coi~ect, they should have found FeS 
nuclei in only about half of the sphemlites examined. 

It is more likely that the nuclei on which temper carbon ows are 
submicrosco ic discontinuities, only a few atoms in rize, in the crystal 
sfmcture of t!e iron. A plausible hypthmis E that such dismniinuir~m 
are more likely to occur at or near phase boundaries; this would ,%c- 
count for the fact that graphite nodules often ap ar to have grown 
from inciusmns of Fe5 or Mns. n e  exact nature oche p p h w  nitcl4 
remains a submicroscopic mystery, but in any case i t  now seems to be 
certain that the shape of the nodukes is independent of the type of nu- 
cleus, and is determined only by growth conditions- ft is a peculiar and 
misleading fart that graphite precipitated in white cast iron in which 
FeS inclusions are present is almost always spherulitic. Apparently the 
presence of FcS inclusions is normally accorn anied by other condi- 
o n  1 the iron which favour the growth of spucrulitic graphite. 

Growth conditions determine both the shape of the graphite nod- 
ules nncl the rate of their erowth. The eravhite crvstal is hexaeonal, 
with two possibleerowihL~ws called a"a& c.  A very important cm- 
pirical fact i s  that ake graphite (as in grey caqt iron) grow> in the a 
direction, sphcruiitic graphite grows in the c direction, and aggregates 
grow in both directions simultaneously. Whether an aggregate grows 
to be compact or sprawly depends on the relative growth rates in the 
two directions. Many parameters influence the growth rate; some of 
those are discussed briow. In general these can be expected to affect U- 
and c-axis growth differently, so that graphiteshape is also affected? 

4.1. Foundry practice. Nucleation of graphite Is affected by melting 
and casting procedures. Oxidizing conditions in the rnolting furnace 
decrease nuclcation. A high solidification rate in the mould is said to 

pi al. (1974) Now also Chide 4 Ohira 1970 It may be that i t  will be iwcwary, 
M m  c l a r ~  on this rnaitw cm be a t h i d ,  t o s h i d ~  thernathmatacs oftliffwton- 
Ismited aggreolim and fradii growth; for a pftpular iniroductim to this deep and 
difficult new branch of nwthematici- w 5ander 1987- 
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increase nudeation;1Â but note the experimental results reported in 
section 5 below. The melting twa rature and t he  time held at 

techncidewind Sc White 1933). 
r tc-rnpcrature before pouring pro ably also have some effect 

Something is known of ancient Chinese foundry practice, though 
not nearly as much as we should like. A t many cast-iron moulds 
for mst-irm implements have been tound<cg. figure 13," and there 
i<i a strikin correspondence between the types of implements which 
haw been found to be of malleable cast iron and those for which cast 
iron moulds have been found. It seems likely, therefore, that all or 
most malleable cast-iron implements were cast an cast-iron mmilds. 
This and the fact that these implements are very thin (2-3 mm) imply 
th.-ii solidificalicm was very rapid, In addition the use of cast-iron 
moulds implies that the melting temperature must have been very 
high. I t  is very likely that the iron was melted in a cupola furnace; not 
only because this IS the sim lost way of melting iron, but also because 
an ancient cupola furnace gas in fact been excavated (KGXB 1978.1: 
l 1-13). The atmosphere near the bottom of a cupola furnace would be 
expected to h oxidizing. 

The ancient Chinese use of cast-iron moulds was probably mti- 
v a t d  by a straightforward economic consideration: mass production 
of agnculttiral implements was easier and cheaper with pmanent 
moulds- It may also be, however, that it was learned that rapid so- 
lidification decreases the required annealing tame, because of increasÃ ?̂ 
graphite nucleation, 

4.2. Special pre-annmiing treatments. A wide varie of rather pocu- 
liar treatments of the castinc before annealing have ?L n rerwtcd to 
increase graphite nuclcatick These includeheatin to 950"~ and ^ cooling in air (Engel 1944: 86-87); heating io a simi ar temperature 
and quenching m water;13 ultrasonic vibration; and permanent cold- 
cictormation of the caqnng. (It is amazing that this laqt should be con- 
ton1 lalcd for white iron castings.) None of these treatment5 has been 
S in enough detail to allow an ~~p lanahon  of how they work. 
but i t  seems possible that they are at1 somehow related to the creation 

"~ikuta 1926: 129-131; Boeftehold 1938; 480-Ml; Sctmeidmind e) al. 1947. 
" ~ n  ancient Chinese cast- tm mould! for casting iron impltinaits sec W3 (in 

Ancient Chinese mttteabk-cast iron 



of microscopic internal cracks in the iron. Other even more exotic pre- 
anneal treatments include passing an electric current through the 
casting, subjecting it to an alternating magnetic field, and irradiating i t  
with gamma rays. 

4.3. Annealing temperature cycle. The annealing cycle may in general 
br sun& to be as shown in fieure 14. In modem industrial practice 
the annealing temperature T is generally in the vicinity of 950%. The 
warm-up time may be as Ion as  24 hours, because man tons of cast- I 
4 days, and the second stag? on the order of 1 day. 

tl ings are annealed together. T c first-stage anneal is on t c order o f  2- 

The warm-up time is known to have a marked influence on the 
number of graphite nuclei.13 Studies have shown that the Important 
factor is the time spent in a relatively narrow temperature range 
somewhere in the vicinity of 400Â°C and that this influence is heavily 
dependent on the ratio of  manganese content to sulphur content. At 
Mn/S = ca. 3, several hours at 3WÂ° can quintuple the number of nu- 
clei, while the effect is negligible at Mn/S < t and decreases as  Mn/S 
increases over 3. These effects have not been investigated at  the low 
levels of manganese and sulphur typical of ancient Chinese cast iron. 

During the first-sta c anneal cementite breaks down to form 
austenite and graphite (Fe,C -+ 3Fe + C>. The graphite grows on the 
nuclei which are present, if there are n o  nuclei, the cementite docs not 
break down. Each graphite nodule grows at a rate which is dependent 
on the temperature and on the chemical content of the iron in i ts  im- 
mediate microscopic vicinity, which need not be the same as the gross 
chemical analysis of the iron. 

The tcm eralure of the first-stage anneal affects the shape of the 
graphite no tf uk's. Aggregates are more sprawly with hi h tempera- 
turcs, more compact with lower temperatures; thus it wou ? d seem that 
n-imis graphite growth is more dependent on temperature than (--axis 
growth. In modern practice the annealing temperature chosen is  a 
compromise between cost and quality: a t  higher temperahires the re- 
quired annealing time is Â¥shorter and at lower tcmpcriitures the 
graphite shape 1% wpcrior (we e.g. Schwartz 1922: 214). 

During the second-stage anneal, as the temperature falls the 
maximum carbon content of the austenite decreases, and the excess 
carbon precipitates as  graphite on the graphite nodules produced in 
the first-stage anneal. When the temperature reaches 738OC, the eu- 
tectoid temperature in  t h e  stable iron-graphite system, the  austonite 

'%S e.g. ~oegehold 1938: 4 I; Schneidewind & Reese 1949; Schneidewind 
19% 204; Gamol'skaya & Rabinovich 1964; Tdorov & Nikolov 1970; Tsutsumi & 
Hwhibara 1975. 

has a minimum carbon content of 0.69%. In the "critical range", 738- 
723%, austenite transforms to femte + graphite. At 723T any re- 
maining austenite transforms to ferrite + poarlite according to the 
metastable iron-cementite system, and below this temperature there is 
very little likelihood of graphite growth.14 

In the second-stage anneal the most important factor is the cool- 
ing rate. If the cooling is sufficiently slow, especially in the critical 
temperature range, the result is raphite in a femte matrix. With 
faster cooling rates the matrix ako contains pearlite; this gives a 
product which is harder, which i s  desirable in many a plications, but 
the tensile strength is not necessarily improved, since th is  is limited by 
the presence of the phi& nodules. 

Most ancient Chinese blackheart malleable iron artifacts contain 
some pearlite in the matrix. This may imply that the second-stage 
cooling rate was rather fast, but it may also be that at law silicon lev- 
els a n  extremely slow cooling rate is required for complete 
graphitization. 

4.4. Chemical competition. Within the ranges encountered in modem 
practice, the following effects are well established. * 

Carbon: ~ncreased carbon content increases nudeation. However 
i t  can increase the total time required for first-stage graphitization, 
since with a higher carbon content there is more cementite to be broken 
down. 

Silicon: Nucleation increases with increased silicon content. In 
one study (using Iron with 2.3% C, 0.5% Mn, and 0.05% S) a silicon 
content of 1.9% gave I* times as  many graphite nodules per volume as  
1.1% ( W i m  l%7: 48). 

Sulphur and The actual content of these elements is 
considered to be less important than their ratio. When Mn/S = 1.7, 
nearly all of both elements is in the form of MnS inclusions. A slightly 
higher ratio, sometimes stated to be Mn = 1.7s + 0.15%, gives a dra- 
matic increase in nucleation. (But see section 4.3 above.) Still higher 
ratios decrease nucleation. At ratios Mn/S 0.7 a-axis graphite 
growth appears to  be suppressed. This means that total graphite 
growth is very slow, but that the resultant graphite is nearly 
hpherulitic. 

'h modem practice this description of the second-stage annul is  complicated by 
the high silicon content o( the iron. With high silicon content there is  a temperature 
range in which austenite, ferrite, and graphite can exist together in equilibrium, 
and this presumably influences the rate of sewnd-stage graphitization. 
"tiultgwn & atbere 1954; 1955; Roteet al. 1956; Stem et al 1970. 



It is often assumed that the only way of reducing spherulitic ^ graphite by annealing is to use Mn/S < 0.7; owever an axe-head 
from the Mianchi scrapheap (no, 18 Â¥i Table 1) contains spherulitic 
graphite, but has Mn/S = 2.5. Clearly other factors are also involved. 
Sw also the ex rimental results re rted in section 5 bfflow, 

B .  Addition of very sma PO 1 amounts of boron can jncreue 
graphite nucleation dramatically (sec e.g. Fodnykh ct al. 1967). In one 
stud the optimum addition was 0.003%; this increased nucleation 
r / o l d .  Smaller and larger additions gave smaller increases. The 
boron is  usually added by mixing borax (NajB40~10HjO) into the 
molten iron befaw casting; only a smil  part of the tww in the borax 
i s  reduced and enters the iron. but borax is chcav, and oniv a vcrv 
small quantity of boron is required in the iron. 

to have been known 
1957: S), and China 
(sec e.g. Grill 1772; 

Cwrts 1683: 319-3211. I do not know whether borax was known in 
China as early as the Han or before, but i f  it  was it might easily have 
been tried as an addition 10 molten iron and been found to decrease the 
necessary annealing time. No analyses have been pubtishf?d for boron 
in ancient Chinese artifacts, and indeed i t  i s  difficult to see how the 
Â¥smal quantities involved could be detected without sacrificing a very 
Lirgcsample of the- artifact in the analysis. 

Othe (ifloynn; vi~*rr~rnts-  Various other alloying elements have 
been shown to influence graphite nucleation and growth. Some of 
these are discussed by Kikuta (1926 132-1453, Wiescr (1967) and by 
Angus (1976). In general it must be presumed that every single alloying 
eicnwnf present in the iron will have some effect. Some may turn out, 
as in the case of boron, lo have significant effects at almost undc- 
tcctable levels. 

a 

This survey of the factors influencing graphite nucleation and 
growth has bwn based on published experimental studies. Most of 
ihfrse studies are narrowly oncntcd to the improvement of modern 
malleable foundry ractice, and arc thwfmof limited usefulness in a 
study of ancient Chinese malleable cast iron anifacts. Replies to a 
qui'stirinnairc from 32 maIloabh~ foundries in the United States 
( 1  lemandcz 1967: 606,610) indicated that the chemical composition of 
melting stock was normally within the following limits: 

Comparison with Table I shows that the ancient Chinese cast iron ar+ 
tifacts have, in comparison with modem malleable cast iron, high CM* 

bon and phosphorous, low ifimgawse and sulphur, and ~ x t r e r n e l ~  
low silicon content.16Thedifference in silicon content may be ttw mmt 
important factor hem. Very few of the published studies which ! have 
consulted in the above survey consider alloys with less than $5  %,and 
none ,it all considers alloys with less than 0 ?", Si. But the silicon con- 
tent of the ancient Chinese cast iron artifacts is usually under O.2% 

Some attempts have been made to summarize the available em- 
pirical studies in quantitative terms; an example i s  that of Schwi- 
dewind (1950). The suggestion has been made to me that we have here 
the only key necessary to an understanding of ancient Chinese mal- 
Icable cast iron. However the apparent recision of the formulas given 
by Schneicfcwind is fictive, as he himi is at pains to mnlw clear.L- h 
their derivation the simplifying assumption is explicitlv made that the 
influence of each factor is independent of the other factors, and this is 
known to he untrue. Far example the carbon conten! of the iron inflii- 
ences the de ree to which the silicon content influences graphite 
g a t e  (Lhder 1949, Schncldewind 1950 206). Furthemore ap- 
pli<aiion of Schneidt?wmd0s formulas to the ancient Chinese artifacts 
ivould involve an implicit ektrapolation far outside the limits of the 
empirical data on which the formulas are based. 

5. Experimental results 

If should be .clear from section 4 above that the modem expen- 
mental work which has been done on blackheart malleable cast iron 
gives some useful indications of the ways m which various parameters 
influence graphitization, but that none of its results can be applied di -  
r~ctly to (hi? ancient Chinese artifacts, because of differences in climi- 
cat content and foundry praclice. It is therefore clear that new expcrl- 

"Thus the expcrinwib reported by - tow (19881, to which h anneal; an iron 
wifh 0.785 S) and 0.27% S, are idevant in the ~tudy of ancient C h i m  makable 
cast iron anifacls. 
" 1 t  may safely be said that in view of the variable* mentioned and the many 
possible ones riot wcopil̂ ed, no mputatioiw can be made at !he present nme 
from which on a theoretical twit the annealing rake can be predicted. ?hispaper 
will altpmpt to surnma~i~  the quanwahve knowledge of thwe vari.'ib!Ã§ which art 
ffiirlv well understood and TO list some of the problms yet to be wived before a 
complete underslanding of pphitization can be achieved" (SAncidcwind l*)% 
2 ~ 2 ) .  Note also the more blunt. no! to say angry, criticism of a prac!icaJ 
immdqman, Mihoft Tillfry, in Rehdf~ W): 180, 



menial work, directed toward the specific characteristics of ancient 
Chinese malleable cast iron, is necessary. 

l have started a scries of experiments along this line. Sow results 
are reported below, and same of these are rather surpri'rin A great 
deal more work is  needed; i intend to coniinue, but I hope that ~ i h w i  
will also become interested in this sort of work. 

m 

The iron used was a v unusual white cast iron su lied bv the 
Department of Mechanical 7 ethnology of the Technical Kivwsfty of 
Dfnma~k, w-th the fol!owing analysis; 

C S i  Mn P S 
Is0 <9.01 ~0.03 0.015 0.014 

The first five items above are from a wet chemical analysis done at  
Vardc Steelworks. Varde, Denmark; the rest arc from a Chantovac 
analysis done at Korrosionscentralen, Copenhagen. 

This iron was melted in open ceramic-graphite crudbls in a 
medium-frequency indudion furnace. The melt was poured white-hot, 
hut i t s  tern rature was not measured. Chaqes of 2 k were melted, 
and fmosiheon with 70% Si was added to the melt toadjust the si!~con 
content- 3 g ferrosilimn for 0.1% SI bmes 500 and 8001, 6 g for 0.27  
(writs 600 and 900). The actual resuiting percentages, d e t m i w c l  by 
Q~iantovac analys'is, are shown in the tables,"' It will be noticed that 
the actuiil Si content of series 500is much IOWW than intended. 

m 
In the experiments reported in Tables It-IH the iron was cast in 

bars 400 mm long with a trim jar crwi-section, at. 30 mm x ca. 45 
m .  An open mould of wcIdfnS nun steel late waq iiwd; this Is the 
m H c r  of the two shown in fi lire 13. T ~ ? M  bars were t i l t  into wcdgcs 
with Icngth 20-30 mm, 5-irnp?cs 401-4H. 501-314, and 601-614 %%*ere 
cut from bars4,5,andf>res 

l H a s  h n n  d o  in annealing pots made of 
1$/S stainic8.q stwl pipe, inside diameter 50 m, length 240 mm, with a 
cap welded on one ond. Samples were packed in grey cast-iron turn- 
inks, The pot< wow closed with tigTit+fining stainless stwl disks md 
f i t t e d  H-ith 20-30 mm refriartow cement. In !!TO casw (Tabif IV) parts 

Fi&ute 15 Mould!, woi to cast samples for the iinnialing- ttpunmmts 

"The laboratories warn that i t  it cxttcindy difficult to analyze feu- Mn and Si at 
such low kw!~, and that the results nw not bÃ a< =act as ihev appear in ihp 
tab!@ 



Tablt I1 Annealing of while at- i rcm wedges a$ dfscribcd in the text, d o &  5. 
Aft- pre-tfeatment at W C ,  i f  any, <]l samples were held at 400% for 20 h-; 
thm transfrrred to a p -heatcd  93Â° wen .iwl hfid tor 144 hour^ (6 d ~ y O ;  lhm 
ir. insfcd to a prehcaled W C  oven for 23 hours; then cooled in air 

l l l l 1 1 
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of samples were slightly surfaoe-decarinuized; this Indicates that in 
these cases the annealing pots were not adequately sealed. 

m 

The intention of thefiretseriesof experiments VaMe n) was to 
test the effect of two of the pre-anneal treatments discussed in section 
4.2 above. Sam les were annealed either as-cast or after one of two 
treatments; (1) ? eld at 9SOaC for F hour, then cooled in air; (2) held at 
9NÂ° for 7 hour, then quenched In water. All were then annealed for 
20 hours at W C ,  6 days at 950Â¡C and 23 hours at 750cC, then cooled 
in air. 

The resulting atructiirea are drown in figures 16 and 17. Table H 
ves the number of nodules mm2 in the section examined and the 

litmeter of the largest nodurseen. These are rough measures of the 
extent of nudeatlon and the rate of owth of the nodules respec- 
v e l y .  The d t e    em to show an irukience of the ptrfratrnmt~ on 
graphite nucleation, but it is not clear that the differences are 
significant when the difficulties of counting nodules are considered. If 
the differences noted are significant they indicate a very odd influence 
ofSicontentontheinfluenceofthe treatment.Thegraphitenod- r ules were all compact a tea wit some polarization. 

In the samples w h i c h r e  quuenched in water before anneali 
graphite was found not only in nodules but also In 10% *snakÃ‡ which 
appeared to follow microscopic cracks in the Iron; SM figure 18. This 
could be explained by hypothesizing that graphite nuclei form very 
densely at or near the surfaces of cracks. Graphite in this form may be 
expected to weaken the iron considerably, almost as much as the flakes 
in grey cast iron. It seems odd, therefore, that this type of pre-trcat- 
merit should be used in modern Industry- 

Gra hte in this form has not, to my knowledge,'been observed in 
ancient Chinese artifacts, and it would a at to b̂  reasonable to dis- 
regard the possibility that such prc-anne%eatinents were used. 

Â 

The experiments resorted in Table HI were intended to test the 
effects of & m - u p  cod, first-stage annealing temperature, and 
Bilicon content on era~hitizatton. Some of the resulting structures are 

L, 

shown in figures 19-21, 
It is clear from the results that slow warm-up time and increased 

silicon content both encourage nudeation considerably. Increased 
firststage annealing temperature also has this effect, though sample 
607, annealed at appears to be an exception. This is one of the 
samples in which complete fir$t-$tage graphtlzation was reached, and 
one possibility is that in a late stage of the anneal larger nodules grew 
by diffusion of carbon from smaller ones, so that some nodules entirely 

Tattle m An- of white cut Iron wed- a$ described in the text. section 5. 
Half the samples were field at 400*C for 20 M; then nil the samples w e  
traniferred to owns pre-heated to the hanpcTahircs indicated. Alter 144 hours (6 
days) the'>ample"> wereremoved from the furnaces and cooled in air. 

All gr~phite was found to be in the form of compact aggregates. 
I n  meat samples a heavily gnphitiMd skin wis  found I t s  thicknw it 

tndtcatt'd in the hevenlh column. 
In most samples missive cemaitite renuined.fmn the origin*) ledcburite. 

However in samples 607,608,609, and 611 the original ceirientite ww tomplrttfy 
de<omposed,and the n u n  
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disappeared as annealing proceeded far beyond the tinw necessary for 
first-itage graphltizatio;.. 

Corn lete first-stage graphitizatton was achieved only to samples 
with the Lehest silicon content Thus first-stage annealin time for 
these m p i k  was less than 6 days, and would be considerably longer 
for the others. 

En each sample a heavily graphltlred "skin" was observed at the 
surface. Four examples are shown in figure 21. The thickness of each 
skin is given in the table. This skin was sometimes as much as 90% 
graphite by volume, and the iron directly under it was sometimes 100% 
pt'arhte with no cementite remaining from the ori a1 ledebunte. 

This same phenomenon has k n  observe$% white cask iron 
samples annealed in dry hydrogen, a on, or a vacuum (Bernstein 
1948. fim. 3-5: Dawson &Smith 1956- &. In the wesent exoeriments 
the samples were packed In grey cast iron turnin& during the anneal, 
so that the atmosphere in the annealing pots should be expected to 
have been composed largely of nitrogen and carbon monoxide. Dr. H. 
Morrogh writes: "Broa Iy speaking, we believe we know now that 
free energy and surface energy considerations cause graphite at high 
temperatures to migrate to cover all surfaces. The form of the dcposi- 
tion on the surface depends on those factors influencing the crystal 

rowth habit of the gra hite" (personal communication, 2nd October 
?QB~). rt seems likely, then. that this graphite skin is always formed 
during the anneal, but that if the atmosphere is more than very slightly 
oxidizin the graphite is immediately burned away. However the fact 
that sucfi a skin is not more widely noticed in the foundry literature 
suggests that there may also be some more complex factors involved, 
e.g. in this case the very low silicon content and the high solidfication 
rate in the iron mould. 

It seems likely that the same phenomenon would also have W- 
cmwd in the annealing of some ancient Chinese castings. The graphi- 
tized skin would very auicklv have been lost. either in vost-anneal 
cleaning or in the use of the im'plernent. It i s  therefore possible that the 
decarburized layer seen in most anaent Chinese blackheart malleable 
artifacts is in some cases caused by graphite growth in the skin rather 
than by an oxidizing atmosphere. 

a 

In the Ã§xpÃ§itmÃ reported in Table IV the Iron was cast aa a 
plate, Intend to be 400 X 00 x3 mm. The mould used is the larger of 
the two shown in figure IS; it  is made of 8 mm welded steel plate, with 
a very large casting head with the same dimensions as the bare dew 
scribed earlier. I t  turned out that this is a very impractical type of 
mould: the casting always broke into several pieces, and pouring 
white-hot molten iron into the cold steel mould caused i t  to distort 

Ttbl* IV A n ~ l i f l g  of ifTflguliiriy-thapeil phtw broken (rom large rort*ngular 
whi!Ã‡-diÃ iron plates, 400 X 100 x W . 2  mm. as described In the text, section 5. 
Section"! formrtailogmphkreaminition were cut i t  the thickest and thbtriflsrpTt 
of mch swnple. 

~llsample*wenheldit400"Cfor29hours,thenttftiufemdtotwopre- 
heated ovens at W C  and 950Â° rtSDectiveÂ¶v held at fttnoerature for dther 68 
hinns (3 dayit or 138 hours (6 days); then cool& in air. 

Except in the case of sample Wl. alt graphite rtodutÃ were conpft *~grÃ§ 
gates. 







considerably. The samples used, broken from the cast plates, varied in 
thickness from 2J5 to 4.2 am, After annealing, sections for metallo- 
gra hie examination were cut from the thinnest and thickest part of 
each sample. 

intended to test the 

of the resulting structures are shown in figures 22-23. Again a heavily 
graphitized skin was observed in all sections examined, except in two 
which had been "burned" by air leakage in the annealing pots. 

In all but one case the extent of nudeation was less than that in 
the corresponding sample in Table Ml. In this one case, no. 902, a v 
surprising phenomenon was observed. In both the thin and the thick 
section the number of nodules was much greater than that in sam Ie 
no. 612 in Table HI, which was annealed in the same way. In the tfiin 
section of sample no. 902 the number of nodules was almost the largest 
observed in any of the experiments. Furthermore the gra hite was 

thin section; see figure 22. 
? almost spherulitic in the thick section and perfectly spheru t ic  in the 

To m howled e this henomenon has mot been observed before 
in scientific studies of grapMte morphology in cast iron. In this i n n  the 
Mn/S ratio is 2.15, and therefore spherulitic graphite by annealing 
should not be expected (cf. section 4.4 above). Further research leading 
from this observation may help toward an understanding of how 
spherulitic graphite was produced in andent Chinese blackheart mal- 

no. 902 are that it is the 
Is, and that nucleation and 
in the thinner section from 

it. A hypothesis which may be worth consideration is that graphite nu- 
ckeation decreases with increasing cooling rate until some critical rate 
is reached, whereafter it increases drastically; and that very high 
cooling rates also brin about graphite growth conditions which 
o u r  c-axis growth &hcrulitic graphite) and/or retard a-axis 
growth. 

It has been mentioned earlier (section 4) that different 
nucleus can be accompanied by different growth condi 
graphite. It is a common and a parently reasonable (but unprov S assumption that graphite growt is influenced on1 by the anneali T^h temperature and the chemical content of the iron. erefore it may 
suspected that part of a key to an understanding of the above obse 

vation lies in an examination of the phase relations of iron, silicon, 
manganese, sulphur, ph horous, and other alloying elements. For 
example, rapid cooling o f  e melt rna lead to a non-equilibrium slate 
in which certain elements (e.g. Mn, S) are in solution in the iron in- 
stead of in free inclusions. It may be that reactions take place during 
the long warm-up at 400OC which are anal ous to those involved in 
the precipitation hardening of aluminium-These reactions mi t re- 

a l  J? emical content. 
? suit in S fie sub-microscopic nuclei surrounded by iron wit non- 

. . 
In this connection attention should be drawn to a remark by the 

American metailureist H. A. Schwartz in a comment on a paper bv H. 
Morrogh (1941: 276-271): "Carbon nodules of the 'sphe'rulite' type 
were habitually observed to the blackheart gra hitizlng process if that 

were conducted below A, [7D0C) or if the white cast iron had 
L n  prquenchd before grapi-ii~tion:~ H. M~rmgh disagreed with 
this statement, and apparent1 this is  where the question still rests al- 
most fifty years later. This difference in two eminent metallurgists' 
observations may be related to differences in typical compositions of 
American and British melting stock at the time. If it is true that pre- 
anneal quenching can in some case lead to spherulitic graphite, the 
reason may perhaps be related to the reason for the observation re- 
ported here. 

Theresearchreportedhereis from the 
Danish Research Council for the re Foun- 
dation, and the University of Copenhagen. A giant for laboratory ex- 

nses was provided by Dr. Joseph Needham. The Department of 
e t a l lu rgy  of the Technical University of Denmark has been very 
generous in allowing me the use of its facilities, and Dr. V. F. Buch- 
wald, lecturer in metallurgy, has rovided both guidance and inspi- 
ration in all hases of the work. d t h  Johannsen, Annelise Steffcnsen, 
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Ffgv,te U VSfmtWVt pf tarfrnii COItttHf with depth in a pUn of whitthan nal- 
leab/c oat  im unndtd at a te?aperntwt in the "inp 9WCCÂ£ < JI47Y. 

Figure S9 VIfiatiW of m b M  tontent With depth in a p h t e  of wh!Â¥tehMt ml- 
imblt csst iron amenled at a I ~ ~ i v c r ~ t l f t Ã  in the mwge 723T c T c 910'C. 

7. Appendix: CalcalÃ§tfo of die annealing pwmnrtera for white- 
heart malleable cut iron artifacts 

A thick plate of white cast iron la annealed at temperature T fox 
fane t In an atmosphere whose oxidation tential i s  such that the 
quifih~urn carimn content at t h  surfae o E e  iron is 0' carwn dif- 
fuses to the surface and is oxidized, but the iron is not oxidized At any 
time t Q, if the temperature IS in the range 910Â° S T 1147<'C, the 
variation of carbon content with d th in the plate will be as shown in 
figure 24; if 723T T <910Â¡C the  variation will be as shown in 
figure 25. 

In figures24and25, 
Ca, = niaxintuin carboncontentoffsrrite AttelnpCTatuw T. 

CÃ miriinum carbon content of austenite at temperature T, 
C- = maximum carbon content of austenite at temperature T. 

Cl = initial carbon content of the white cast iron plak 
~n the derivation below the dimenskins of these quwtitfes will be taken 
to beatoms/cm'. In the few cases in which it is necessary to refer to 
actual numerical values, however, these will be given as weight p 
centages, 

Figure 26 shows how values of CanWCy,, and CÃ arc read off 
from the ironorbon haw diagram. 

The sharp boundary between the ferrtte and nmenite ZOMS, 
shown at X,  in figure 25, is a theoretical necessity as well as an empifr 
cal fact. The sharp boundary between the austenfte and ledeburite 
zones at  X, in f igwe 24-25 is not a theoretical necessity, since ledebu- 
rite is a two-phase structure, but it has been found empirically that this 
boundary is also very sharp. 

For any tune t > 0 define 
p - X ,  = thickness of ferrite layer 

3 X+, Ã thickness of austenlte layer 
as shown in figures 24-25. The object of the following is to show that 

%-V^" 
q,= K/T 

whÃ§eK,andK,uÃ§functionsofthetGlTkpprfthucTxndtheinitialca 
bon con ent C, only; and to calculate values of K,, and l$ for the m- 
peratwe range of interest. 



Fort>0, 0 < x < x y x * x 3 ,  define 
C&, <) a carbon content at depth x and lime t, atoms/an*. 

We shall in the following state Ã̂n solve a system of partial differen- 
tial equations for C. The statement of the equations owes a great deal 
to P. N. Ham's  work (1977: 32-33) on diffusion of zinc in copper. 

For anv tune t 0 define 

Finally define 
D., - diffusion constant for arbn in ferrite at temperature T, 
d/= 

D*-diffinrionconatantforcarboninausteniteattemperature 

T, W/= 
These are computed by the Bfndiwd fonmilJi (we e.g. Van V ' &  1964: 
1WI06k 

7.1. The caw 91WC S T < 114FC When the temperature T is in tin* 
range in which ferrite cannot occur, the variation of carbon content 
withdepthat any t i m e i ~ 0 i s a s ~ h o w n t o  figure24,and&=^=O. 
The system of equations to be solved is, for 0 0 and 0 < X < X+ 

Figure W The Sewer left corner of tk iron-arbm phw d i n p m .  nnth ihdicat10~1.s 
of h, C^ md h fw tm tmptniture, wit an tfw f&tf-f~tstmi?t m n y  
(723Â¡C T< 910W and wit in tht austrnifc nny WOÂ¡CST !WO. h the 
aastmite range C = C,, = 0. 



where the fuaetton f :  10,1] -Ã E0.13 it to be determined below. It hi- 
lows from (6) that 

Substituting m and W into ^ X *  

^=-B;A 

Let 

(10) 
X 

Then 
=E 

Substituting W = 1 gives 

Integrating this and using (5) gives 
(131 ^=&c 
This is the equation which we wish to prove. It has now been shown 
that (13) follows from the proposed solution (61, and the following will 
show that (6) is indeed a solution of the equations (1H.5). 

From (13) follow two useful results- 

Substituting (12) into (11) and h k p t b t g  gives, for 0 S W 5 1, 

Integrating (161 and using 01 and (41, 



m 

Uptothispointequation0hasnotbeenused.Itwillnowbeused 
to solve for K_ Proof that Sexists will complete the proof of (13). 
Define 

is a constant dependent only <m the temperature T and 
the initial content G.) 

From (8). (16>, (13, and (TO, 

Substituting (15) and 00) into GO gives 

Equations (19) and (21) can be solved numerically for %by successive 
approximations. We solve for the dinwnsimless quantity 

It is strat htforward to d v e  this equation numeridly using a pro- 
mrnable pocket calculator which has a built-in algorithm for 

&ing rmts of an arbitrary function pgmmned by the user. (1 useel 
a Hewlett-Packard 34C.) 

The definite integral in (22) iscalculated using the T a w  series: 

of values in which this is used hare the problem of lost 
ue to slow convergence does not arise. 

Ci and CyÃ occur in (22) only in a dimensionless ratio. Therefore, 
using the standard assum on of constant mass density, atomic per- 
centages can be substitut for atomic densities with the inconvenient 
dimensions atoms/&. 

3 

CÃ is not known in detail (M. HaJisen 1958: W), but it can be esti- 
mated with sufficient accuracy fur present purposw toy assuming that 
i t  is approximately linear between the known end-points 3.61 at% at 
723T, 8.91 at% at lU7'C. This gives 

The value of calculated using this approximation is between 0 and 
4% greater than Hunsen'a hypothetical curve in the entire range 
723T Â T 5 1147Â° Calculation using varying values of Cv, in the 
range 9WC S T S IflM'C indicates that a variation of k 10% in 
gives a variation never more than 7% in the calculated values of K, 

A useful initial approximation for X is - -  - 
This afwoxiinatian was derived by assuming that ~ ( x , k )  can be aw * - $c 
pmxli~eeti by *cubicinxforuyt>~.^enFand-3fan linear in 

and as x + X;-. Two integrations and a good deal of tedious manip- 
ulation result in the above expression. 

Figure 8 shows values of calculated by this method of succes- 
sive a~vmximations for vari 0& tsmoeratures and for initial carbon 
contentC, = 4.3 wt% and 3.8 wt%. ~ h e s e  values are also tabulated in 
Table V, but it should be noted that the precision of these calculated 
values is fictive. Most of the physical constants which enter into the 
calculation are known to only two significant digits. Values of 5 can 
be read off from figure 8 to a precision which is sufficient for all 
practical historians' purpose. 

7.2. The cw 723Â° c T c W C  When the temperature T is in the 
range in which both f d t e  and austenife can occur, the variation of 
carbon content is as shvwn in figure 25, The system of equations to be 
solvedis,for t > 0, 0 < x < x Z , x - s a x , :  



X-.& 

(29) lim C(xA) = Cat 

X-*X,* 

01) lim Ctx.rt - C& 
*-,.S.. 

(33) lim q(0 - 0 
1dBt 

are given. 
I claim that the solution of (25M33) above is 

Prom (25). CM), m), and (33) follow 
cm n.= 
(36) R =  
where l$ and K, are constants dependent only on the temperature T 
and the initial carbon content C. 

From the above the following can be derived: 

It is strai (forward to Integrate these functions, derive an ex- 
&,l), and confirm that (35) and (28x33) are satisfied. 
6) and (27) have not et been used. They will now be used 

to e for numerical values of (and ?y Define 

Then ham (34). (371, and (381, 
S &Ã§=Gai# 

sldi @m &,-C, 4 

144) &*%5̂  
Substituting (42x44) into (26)-<27) and manipulating further gives 

of equations 09M4I), t45M46) can be solved 
by a method of successive approximations. We solve for 
sionless quantities 



where 

More convenient formsfor 

using the Taylor se- 
Cf, areread off from 

a particular temper- 

~ndcnl~hina*nollablecutiron 63 

First an initial ap roximation is arrived at by setting 
G*, = C+, - + = 1 and c&lating Xa and X- using (47) and (48). As 
can be seen from t42)-{44), this approximation is equivalent to the as- 
sumpBon that C is approximately a linear function of X in each of the 
ranges 0 < X X, and X, < X X^ 

Ap roxnnations for Gal, G,,, and Gn are then calculated using 
(49K517, and new values of X and X, are calculated using (47>-(ffi>. 
This step is repeated until eacg of the differences between successive 
values of X_ and respectively is less than the desired precision. 

The succcssiv X! approximations generated by this algorithm do In 
fact converge to give values of fC and I$ which satisfy (45)-(46), but I 
have not investigated the theoretical conditions for convergence. For 
each T and Q the calculation of Kg and K, to four significant digits re- 
quired about three minutes of computation by a programmable pocket 
calculator. 

Values of K,, Ka, and KJKy for various temperatures T and two 
initial carbon contents Q are tabulated in table V and graphed in figure 
8. Values of KJf), for the two values of C, are so close that they are 
represented by a single curve in figure 8. 

Once again it is to be noted that the precision of the calculated 
values in table V is fictive, and that values of K^Ky and K/& can be 
read off from figure 8 to a precision which is sufficient for all practical 
historians' purposes. 
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